What is social emotional learning?
Explicit teaching of skills and strategies around communicating feelings, thoughts, and ideas in order to problem solving and navigate the social world.

Resources
This month we explore our connection to the Earth. Students will explore what makes the Earth great. Using empathy, appreciation, and gratitude.

Important Dates
- February 12th- Launch of State of Climate Map
- February 14th- Friendship/ Valentines Day
- February 20th- World Day of Social Justice
Follow our easy to use slides to take your lesson and transform it into a climate literate one.

Check out our *State of Climate Interactive Map!* Learn about Climate Education in all 50 states.

Don’t we owe it to students to prepare them for what the future will bring? Building resilient and climate conscious students to combat climate change.

How do we talk about climate change when kids start asking questions? How do we show vulnerability, empathy, and instill optimism?
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